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Equipment 
 
The following equipment was used to carry out the vibration analysis: 
 
SKF Microlog:   CMVA60.  Serial No 602995 
  
Accelerometer:   Number: 1 Serial No 222 
  
Dell Notebook Computer 
SKF Prism4 Vibration Analysis Software. 
 
Analyst 
 
Mr A Analysit. 
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Introduction  

  
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Vibration Analysis Report  
Oil Company  

A Platform 
 

Date:  
19/21-9-2007 

 
A Vibration Analysis was requested by A National Maintenance Company, on 3 x 
Generator sets situated in the engine room of a North Sea Offshore Oil  Platform.  
 
The vibration analysis was to identify the cause of the excessive vibration on the 
Engine room floor. 
 
During the site visit I was informed the 3 x Caterpillar generator sets were not the 
original units, and the vibration had been an issue since they were fitted. 
 
During the vibration analysis two generator sets were constantly running and one 
was on standby. 
 
The standby unit was rotated during the analysis, and readings were taken from all 
three units during the rotation. This was to check if the vibration on the two running 
units was affecting the standby unit, also to see if the two running units affected each 
other. 
 
The positions of the readings taken on each unit were:- 
 

Engine  
Non drive end:- Horizontal, Vertical & Axial 
Drive end:- Horizontal, Vertical & Axial 
Alternator 
Drive end:- Horizontal, Vertical & Axial 
Non drive end:- Horizontal, Vertical & Axial 
Generator Skid 
Engine Non drive end:- Horizontal 
Engine Drive end:- Horizontal 
Alternator Drive end:- Horizontal 
Alternator Non drive end:- Horizontal 
Resilient Mounts 
Engine Non drive end:- Vertical. Top & Bottom Plate 
Engine Drive end:- Vertical. Top & Bottom Plate 
Alternator Drive end:- Vertical. Top & Bottom Plate 
Alternator Non drive end:- Vertical. Top & Bottom Plate 
Original Skid 
Engine Non drive end:- Vertical 
Engine Drive end:- Vertical 
Alternator Drive end:- Vertical 
Alternator Non drive end:- Vertical 
 

All quoted velocity amplitudes are mm/s RMS.  
Overall Values are 30Kcpm frequency length. 
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Report  

 Fig 1 
D2080A Engine Drive End Horizontal 

 
 

Fig 2 
D2080A Alternator Non Drive End Horizontal 

 
 

Fig 3 
D2080A Generator Skid. Engine Drive End (Left) 

 
 

Fig 4 
D2080A Generator Skid. Engine Drive End (Left) 

 
 

 

 

Vibration Analysis Report  
Oil Company  

A Platform 
 

Date:  
19/21-9-2007 

Caterpillar Generator Set No.1 
D2080A 
 

Engine 
 

The highest overall vibration recorded on 
D2080A engine was 9.49mm/s, with the 
1x rotational speed (1800rpm) at 
3.36mm/s. This was from the drive end 
horizontal position (See Fig 1 D2080A 
Engine drive end horizontal). 
 

Alternator 
 

The highest overall vibration recorded on 
D2080A alternator was 12.77mm/s, with 
the 1x rotational speed (1800rpm) at 
5.46mm/s. This was from the non drive 
end horizontal position (See Fig 2 
D2080A Alternator non drive end 
horizontal). 
 

Generator Skid 
 

Readings were taken from this skid in 
the horizontal direction in line with the 
resilient mounts. If viewing the skid from 
the engine end, the highest vibration was 
on the left hand side of the skid at the 
engine position but particularly the drive 
end where an overall level of 81.33mm/s
was recorded (See Fig 3 D2080A 
Generator Skid Engine drive end). This 
vibration was not due to 1x rotational 
speed but a frequency of 7,200cpm (See 
fig 4 Generator Skid Engine drive end 
spectrum). 
 

Resilient Mounts 
 

Readings were taken from the resilient 
mounts in the vertical direction on the top 
plate and the bottom plate. The highest 
vibration was recorded on the top of the 
engine resilient mounts, particularly the 
drive end mount which reached an 
overall level of 45.6mm/s, again due to a 
frequency of 7200cpm. 
 

Unit On Standby 

Unit On Standby 

Unit On Standby 
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Report  

 Fig 5 
D2080A Original Skid. Engine Drive End (Left) 

 
 

 

Vibration Analysis Report  
Oil Company  

A Platform 
 

Date:  
19/21-9-2007 

Caterpillar Generator Set No.1 
D2080A 
 

Original Skid 
 

Readings were taken from this skid in 
the vertical direction next to the resilient 
mounts. If viewing the skid from the 
engine end, the highest vibration was on 
the left hand side of the skid at the 
engine drive end position. The overall 
vibration at this position was 15.50mm/s
(See Fig 5 Original Skid Engine drive 
end) this is also due to the 7,200cpm. 
 

Unit On Standby 

Summary  
 
Caterpillar Generator Set 1 
D2080A 
 
Engine & Alternator 
 
As can be seen in Fig.1 & Fig.2, the vibration on the engine and alternator during the 
analysis was at an acceptable level using BS 7698: Part 9:1996. 
 
Generator Skid 
 
As can be seen in Fig.3 & Fig.4 the vibration on the generator skid at the engine drive 
end position is excessively high at 81.33mm/s, due to a frequency of 7,200cpm. The 
7,200cpm frequency is divisible by the 1x rotational frequency of the engine/alternator 
(1800rpm) and could be related to the firing sequence of the engine. 
 
Resilient Mounts 
 
Although the vibration on the top of the engine resilient mounts is high, this is 
transmitted from the excessive vibration on the generator skid. It is also worth noting 
that although the overall vibration on the top of the mount is 45mm/s the reading at the 
base of the engine resilient mounts is 15mm/s, indicating the mount is performing 
correctly. 
 
Original Skid 
 
Although the vibration under the engine drive end resilient mount is high (15mm/s), 
due to the transmission of the excessive generator skid vibration, the overall level of 
vibration collected from other positions around the skid is <8mm/s. 
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Report  

 Fig 6 
D2080C Engine Drive End Horizontal 

 
 

Fig 7 
D2080C Alternator Non Drive End Horizontal 

 
 

Fig 8 
D2080C Generator Skid. Alternator Drive End 

(Left) 

 
 

Fig 9 
D2080C Engine Non Drive End Resilient Mount 

Top Plate 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Vibration Analysis Report  
Oil Company  

A Platform 
 

Date:  
19/21-9-2007 

Caterpillar Generator Set No.2 
D2080C 
 

Engine 
 

The highest overall vibration recorded on 
D2080C engine was 12.08mm/s, with the 
1x rotational speed (1800rpm) at 
2.66mm/s. This was from the drive end 
horizontal position (See Fig 6 D2080C 
Engine drive end horizontal). 
 

Alternator 
 

The highest overall vibration recorded on 
D2080C alternator was 11.12mm/s, with 
the 1x rotational speed (1800rpm) at 
3.66mm/s. This was from the non drive 
end horizontal position (See Fig 7 
D2080C Alternator non drive end 
horizontal). 
 

Generator Skid 
 

Readings were taken from this skid in 
the horizontal direction in line with the 
resilient mounts. If viewing the skid from 
the engine end, the highest vibration was 
on the left hand side of the skid at the 
alternator drive end position where an 
overall level of 33mm/s was recorded 
(See Fig 8 D2080C Generator Skid 
Alternator drive end). This vibration was 
not due to 1x rotational speed but a 
frequency of 7,200cpm. 
 

Resilient Mounts 
 

Readings were taken from the resilient 
mounts in the vertical direction on the top 
plate and the bottom plate. The highest 
overall vibration was recorded on the top 
of the engine resilient mounts, 
particularly the drive end mount which 
reached an overall level of 46mm/s, due 
to a frequency of 7200cpm (See Fig 9 
Engine non drive end Resilient Mount) 

Unit On Standby 

Unit On Standby 

Unit On Standby 

Unit On Standby 
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Report  

 Fig 10 
D2080C Original Skid. Engine Drive End (Left) 

 
 

 

Vibration Analysis Report  
Oil Company  

A Platform 
 

Date:  
19/21-9-2007 

Caterpillar Generator Set No.2 
D2080C 
 

Original Skid 
 

Readings were taken from this skid in 
the vertical direction next to the resilient 
mounts. If viewing the skid from the 
engine end, the highest vibration was on 
the left hand side of the skid at the 
engine drive end position. The overall 
vibration at this position was 13.34mm/s
(See Fig 10 Original Skid Engine drive 
end) this is also due to the 7,200cpm. 
 

Unit On Standby 

Summary  
 
Caterpillar Generator Set 2 
D2080C 
 
Engine & Alternator 
 
As can be seen in Fig.6 & Fig.7 the vibration on the engine and alternator during the 
analysis was at an acceptable level using BS 7698: Part 9:1996. 
 
Generator Skid & Resilient Mounts 
 
As can be seen in Fig.9 the vibration on the top of the engine resilient mount is 
excessively high at 46mm/s, due to a frequency of 7,200cpm. This is then transmitting 
through to the generator skid. The 7,200cpm frequency is divisible by the 1x rotational 
frequency of the engine/alternator (1800rpm) and could be related to the firing 
sequence of the engine. 
 
Original Skid 
 
Although the vibration under the engine drive end resilient mount is high (13.34mm/s), 
due to the excessive vibration transmitting through from the top of the resilient mount, 
the overall level of vibration collected from other positions around the skid is <7mm/s. 
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Report  

 Fig 11 
D2080B Engine Drive End Horizontal 

 
 

Fig 12 
D2080B Alternator Drive End Horizontal 

 
 

Fig 13 
D2080B Generator Skid. Engine Drive End 

Spectrum (Left) 

 
 

Fig 14 
D2080B Alternator Drive End Resilient Mount Top 

Plate 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Vibration Analysis Report  
Oil Company  

A Platform 
 

Date:  
19/21-9-2007 

Caterpillar Generator Set No.4 
D2080 B 
 

Engine 
 

The highest overall vibration recorded on
D2080B engine was 10.92mm/s, with the 
1x rotational speed (1800rpm) at 
1.26mm/s. This was from the drive end 
horizontal position (See Fig 11 D2080B 
Engine drive end horizontal). 
 

Alternator 
 

The highest overall vibration recorded on 
D2080B alternator was 10.98mm/s, with 
the 1x rotational speed (1800rpm) at 
1mm/s. This was from the drive end 
horizontal position (See Fig 12 D2080B 
Alternator drive end horizontal). 
 

Generator Skid 
 

Readings were taken from this skid in 
the horizontal direction in line with the 
resilient mounts. If viewing the skid from 
the engine end, the highest vibration was 
on the left hand side of the skid at the 
engine drive end position where an 
overall level of 26.76mm/s was recorded. 
This vibration was not due to 1x 
rotational speed but split between 
frequencies of 3,600cpm, 7,237cpm and 
8137cpm (See Fig 13 D2080B Generator 
Skid Engine drive end spectrum).  
 

Resilient Mounts 
 

Readings were taken from the resilient 
mounts in the vertical direction on the top 
plate and the bottom plate. The highest 
overall vibration was recorded on the top 
of the alternator drive end resilient 
mounts, which reached an overall level 
of 25mm/s, due to a frequency of 
7200cpm (See Fig 14 Engine non drive 
end Resilient Mount). 

Unit On Standby 

Unit On Standby 

Unit On Standby 
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Report  

 Fig 15 
D2080B Original Skid. Engine Drive End (Left) 

 
 

 

 

Vibration Analysis Report  
Oil Company  

A Platform 
 

Date:  
19/21-9-2007 

Caterpillar Generator Set 4 
D2080B 
 

Original Skid 
 

Readings were taken from this skid in 
the vertical direction next to the resilient 
mounts. The highest vibration recorded 
on this skid was at the engine drive end 
position, the overall vibration at this 
position was 8.11mm/s (See Fig 15 
D2080B Original Skid Engine drive end). 
 

Unit On Standby 

Summary  
 
Caterpillar Generator Set 4 
D2080B 
 
Engine & Alternator 
 
As can be seen in Fig.11 & Fig.12 the vibration on the engine and alternator during the 
analysis was at an acceptable level using BS 7698: Part 9:1996. 
 
Generator Skid 
 
Although the highest overall vibration on this unit is 26.76mm/s as can be seen in 
Fig.13 this is due to various vibration signals. 
 
Resilient Mounts 
 
Although the overall vibration on the top of the alternator drive end resilient mount is 
25mm/s the base reading on this resilient mount is 4mm/s, indicating the mount is 
performing correctly. 
 
Original Skid 
 
The highest overall level of vibration collected from positions around the skid is 
<8mm/s. 
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Recommended Action  

  
 

 

 

Vibration Analysis Report  
Oil Company  

A Platform 
 

Date:  
19/21-9-2007 

Caterpillar Generator Set 1 
D2080A 
 
The analysis on this unit highlighted a problem on the left side of the generator skid (if 
viewed from the engine end) due to an excessive vibration of 81.33mm/s caused by 
7,200cpm. 
 

This high vibration will be due to either a resonance or structural weakness in the 
beam, which is then excited by a 7,200cpm frequency. 
 

As previously stated the 7,200cpm frequency is divisible by the 1x rotational 
frequency, 1,800rpm, and could be related to the firing sequence of the engine. 
 

It is recommend this beam is inspected for structural weakness and corrected. 
 

 
Caterpillar Generator Set 2 
D2080C 
 
The analysis on this unit highlighted a problem between the top of the engine resilient 
mounts and the generator skid, due to an excessive vibration caused by 7,200cpm. 
 

The highest overall vibration on the generator skid is 33mm/s but the top plate of the 
resilient mount which is bolted to the skid has an overall vibration level of 46mm/s. 
 

It is recommended that the set up and fixing of the engine resilient mounts on this unit  
is checked and corrected as necessary. 
 
 
Caterpillar Generator Set 4 
D2080B 
 
During the analysis the overall levels of vibration recorded on this unit when 
compared to Set 1 & Set 2 are at an acceptable level.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


